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JSL Band Update
 The Data Management Coordinator (DMC) team has 
requested that the JSL CMD Event band be split into two 
bands to show specific JSL-1 and JSL-2 usage
 This update helps them manage the JSL uplink/downlink in 
both planning and execution
 Two new Event Bands would be created:  JSL-1 and JSL-2
 JSL CMD band would still exist, but would no longer be used
 Historical data in Viewer using JSL CMD remains intact
 This has been coordinated between DMC and CRONUS, but 
not the Partners
 If approved, propose that we begin using the new Event 
Bands at the start of Increment 49 WLP development
 OPTIMIS software will need to be updated to add new bands
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Forward Work
 Submit request to DSWG using new attribute form
 Obtain approval for the new Event bands from DSWG/ 
ExPCP
 Update OPTIMIS software for the new Event bands
 Implement new Events in Increment 49/50 activities
